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Recently, public diplomacy has become the buzzword of Korea’s diplomatic community. Why is Korea suddenly making such concerted efforts to advance its public diplomacy? Does Korea possess the soft power
assets to assure the success of its public diplomacy goals? What might be the desired direction for Korea’s
public diplomacy efforts? This lecture offers answers for the questions about a new, though not unheard
of, diplomatic strategy in Korea.
Korea’s public diplomacy is now in a transition phase, evolving beyond unilateral
public relations activities. Although cultural assets, such as the so-called Korean
Wave (Hallyu), serves as a valuable platform to promote awareness of Korea,
the effectiveness of the Korean Wave becomes questionable as the goal of
Korea’s public diplomacy goes beyond simply introducing itself to foreign
publics. In order to exert international influence and garner support for its
foreign policy initiatives, it is imperative for Korea to strengthen its commitment to addressing global problems through upgraded public diplomacy
activities.
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SAE YEON(SAM) YOO
Thank you. Today, I am extremely honored to be receiving this award,
especially in the presence of not only the Nam Family, but also Dean
Martin and Dr. Yu of the Korea Foundation.
Firstly, I would like to sincerely thank the Nam Family, and express
how disappointed I am to have never have had the chance to meet Elder
Nam. It seems odd to me, even rude of me, to have received so much
from Elder Nam and not be given a chance to thank him for all of his
generosity. So to be finally given this opportunity, to extend my heartfelt
gratitude to his family, lifts a large burden from my heart.
I was born in Daegu, but I grew up in Melbourne, Australia. When I
first moved there, a Korean community was practically non-existent. Even when I left, after 12 years
of living there, public understanding of Korea was still shallow; even for the few that did know, their
knowledge seldom went further than K-pop and dramas. So, when I arrived in Ann Arbor, a quaint
idyllic college town, I was told, I did not expect anyone to really know anything about Korea, let
alone be interested in Korean studies or even guess that I was Korean.
Contrary to my beliefs, Ann Arbor had a flourishing Korean community. In fact, one of my
stand-out memories of my freshmen year in Michigan was taking my friends to the annual Chusok
party hosted by the Nam Center. My friends were obviously clueless about Korean culture, and I
tried to take advantage of it by attempting to dress my male friends in female hanbok; I promised
them that the dress was part of the culture.
In fact, to my surprise, Ann Arbor and around our campus, the students’ knowledge of Korea
extended far past Gangnam Style and Psy. In an age where Korea has become synonymous to that
rotund, sunglass clad pop star, to have students and members of community be actively interested in
looking beyond the humorous mask of Korea, and be interested in its culture, tradition and history is
a true testament to not only Elder Nam’s legacy, but also to the incredible work the Nam Center does
to protect and strengthen that footprint Elder Nam has made in Michigan.
It is at this point that that I would like to personally thank everyone at the Nam Center.
Especially Professor Kwak and Do-Hee. I know that having the calm and amiable Professor Kwak as,
sometimes a father figure, sometimes a mentor has made my time in Michigan much more stable.
And having the ability to walk into Do-Hee’s office, to unload ideas for my student-club events or to
simply have a laugh, has made even the coldest winters in Michigan enjoyable. Thank you. I cannot
imagine what my time in Michigan would have been like without your support and guidance.
With that said, I will translate this award as the Nam Family’s and the Nam Center’s way of
exhorting me continue on Elder Nam’s legacy, for continued academic achievement, service to community and commitment to Korea. I will try my very best to uphold the high standard of excellence
this award, and all of your expectations, asks of me.

SARA STEARNS
When I look back at my undergraduate experience over
the past four years, it’s clear to me now that I didn’t really
know what I was doing when I first came to the University of
Michigan. All I really knew was that I was interested in learning more about the world around me and exploring topics I
had never been able to study before. So I decided to major in
asian studies, because this field represented something foreign
and unfamiliar, something that I could really be passionate
about studying. In particular, I chose Korean studies because
it was a field that was hidden away in comparison to the
more popular Chinese and Japanese studies programs.
In my first two years as an undergraduate, I never really took the chance to explore
Korean studies beyond the classroom setting. By chance, I came into contact with the Nam
Center at the end of my sophomore year in an attempt to work out some study abroad logistics. The first person I ever met there was Do-Hee, who not only solved all my problems in a
matter of minutes, but also told me about the opportunities I would have if I were to join the
Nam Center Fellows program the following year.
Becoming involved with the Nam Center through the fellowship program was a turning
point in my experience as a Korean studies major. Being surrounded by people who shared
my interest in Korea, being able to see and experience Korean culture through events held
at the Nam Center, and being able to attend and present at academic conferences devoted
entirely to Korean studies… every opportunity the Nam Center has offered to me has gone
far beyond my expectations of what it would mean to study Korea at this university. I have
become more passionate about Korean studies because of the Nam Center. And beyond that,
it is thanks to the staff and faculty here that I was able to develop a greater understanding not
only of Korea but also of myself, to discover where my ambitions lie and what career paths
I want to pursue. It is thanks to the Nam Center that I can graduate knowing that I am no
longer that confused freshman with vague ambitions…
In the years I have been involved with the Nam Center, Mr. Nam’s name has come up
countless times. Unfortunately I was never able to meet Mr. Nam before he passed away, but
I believe the values to which he dedicated his life are still prominent at the Nam Center. It’s
such an honor to be receiving an award in the name of the man who created the Center that
has made such a difference in my life. So I would like to thank the Nam Family, the Nam
Center, and everyone at the University who has made this journey possible for me. Thank
you so much.
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